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Scientists from Germany, Russia recognize Professor Afework Bekele’s work
Two

scientists,

Professor

from Bale Mountains National Park,

known mammalogist from Man-

Rainer Hutterer of Germany and

Konteh area, which is an afro-alpine

chester University who contributed

Professor Leonid A. Lavrenchenko

region. In the process, they man-

a lot to the study of Ethiopian mam-

of Russia, who had been working on

aged to trap two species of small

mals until his death two years ago.

Ethiopian mammals named their

mammals endemic to the area.

“Persistence and commit-

two new small mammal findings as

The specimens were taken

ment helped me come to this point

Crocidura afeworkbekelei and Crocid-

to Germany for further analysis and

in life; I like my work and contribut-

ura yaldeni, in recognition of their

external measurements, skull mor-

ed a lot to the country in my area of

extraordinary contribution to the

phometry, genetic cytochrome anal-

study,” Prof. Afework added.

study of Ethiopian mammals.

ysis and modern DNA work were

The late Dr. Yalden was the
former supervisor of Prof. Afework

carried out.

Prof. Afework graduated
from Addis Ababa University in

The two shrews were found

Biology and obtained his M.Sc and

at Manchester University of the UK.

to be completely different animals in

Ph.D. from Manchester University

“It is an everlasting monument

many aspects and need to be pub-

of the U.K. He has so far published

which will never be demolished as

lished as new species after being

over 220 articles in different reputa-

long as life continues,” said Profes-

given scientific names. They were

ble journals and co-authored 2

sor Afework while expressing his

named as Crocidura afeworkbekelei

books on his field of specialization,

feeling.

and Crocidura yaldeni, in recognition

ecology. He has served 40 years in

The Russian and German

of Professor Afework Bekele and Dr.

the AAU, supervising more than 100

scientists collected small mammals

D.W. Yalden of the U.K, a globally

M.Sc and Ph.D. students.
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School of Medicine graduates first batch of doctors of dental medicine
AAU’s School of
Medicine

graduated

its

age, service quality and
disease control.”

first batch of doctors of
dental medicine on its

The

graduates

43rd

took the traditional Hip-

graduation ceremony held

pocratic Oath to treat the

on

19th

November, 2016 at

ill to the best of one's

the College of Business

ability, to preserve a pa-

and Economics Hall.

tient's privacy and so on.

Out of a total of

The graduates received

224 graduates, 73 were

their degrees from the

female. 204 of them were

guest of honor, FDRE

medical doctors while 20

Deputy Prime Minister

were doctors of dental

Demeke Mekonnen.

medicine that make up the
first

batch

under

the

stream.

President of the
AAU, Admasu Tsegaye
(Ph.D.), on the occasion

“Nothing

is

underlined that we can

worthwhile than rescuing

build a good image of

human life,” said FDRE

our

Deputy

that every single individual The College of Health Scieffectively and efficiently ences (CHS) of the Addis

and one teaching hospital:

discharges his/her profes- Ababa University was essional responsibilities. “The tablished in 2009/10

School of Pharmacy, the
and the School of Allied

and infrastructure to a

role of today’s graduates is through the reorganization
unsurpassed to uphold quali- of previously separate in-

level that can meet the

ty and services in the health stitutions of health under

country’s

sector,”

Prime

Minister

Demeke Mekonnen. He
went on to say: “the government works diligently
to build human capital

demand

and

ensure health care cover-

said.

country

provided

Admasu

the School of Medicine, the
School of Public Health
Health Sciences.

(Ph.D.) one umbrella. The CHS
comprised of four schools

PRIME Project to scale up services to 1.3 million people
The PRIME project that
provides health care in Sodo woreda for people with mental illness is
to expand its services from the current 180,000 to 1.3 million people
of the Gurage zone.
The project hosted a Community Advisory Board Meeting
… Continued on page 16
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AAU celebrates HIV/AIDS Day
With focus on preventing

when we all take leadership and

Nighist

Tesfaye

(Ph.D.),

HIV infection, especially among

vow to prevent and control the dis-

UNAIDS Strategic Intervention Ad-

young people, the vulnerable and

ease.

visor, said that the understanding,

those at risk, Addis Ababa Universi-

The day aimed to create

treatment and awareness of HIV/

ty (AAU) celebrated HIV/AIDS

awareness among students about

AIDS have come a long way since

Day under the theme ‘Hands up for

HIV/AIDS.

the conditions were first recog-

HIV

prevention’

on

December

5/2016 at Nelson Mandela Hall.

Admasu Tsegaye (Ph.D.),

nized. She, however, warned that

President of the AAU, said that the

the number of infected people will

The event was co-organized

university has mainstreamed the

sharply increase, especially among

by the university’s HIV/AIDS pre-

prevention and control of HIV/

the youth of Sub-Saharan Countries,

vention and control office and Afri-

AIDS by establishing an office and

unless more work is done.

ca AIDS Initiative International.

placing human capital working on

World AIDS Day is held on Decem-

University students, invited guests

awareness creation, counseling and

ber 1 each year and is an opportuni-

and staff members were in attend-

care of those who have contracted

ty for people worldwide to unite in

ance.

the virus in the university.

the fight against HIV, show their

Messay G/Mariam (Ph.D.),

The event featured a discus-

support for people living with HIV

Director of the Office of HIV/AIDS

sion session and drama by students

and commemorate those who have

Prevention and Control of the AAU

of Yoftahe Nigussie School of Thea-

died.

in his welcoming speech noted that

tre Arts that showcased HIV and

HIV/AIDS Day is a special day

campus life.
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Indiana University eyes AAU partnership
Teshome Alemneh (Ph.D.),
Associate Vice President for International Research and Development
and Director of the Office of International Development at Indiana University, paid a working visit to the
AAU and held talks with the management on November 14, 2016.
In his statement of intent,
Teshome noted that Indiana University wants a practical collaborative
framework which is more than a
simple memorandum of

under-

standing.
He also pointed out that
fields

… Continued on page 17.

WB Pays Visit to ACE Centers of Excellence
World Bank Eastern and Southern

The ACE Centers visited by

(Ph.D.), President of Addis Ababa

Africa Higher Education Centers of

the WB team are located at AAU and

University. The meeting was also

Excellence Project Teams paid a visit

Haramaya University. The team re-

joined by Professor Brook Lema,

to Ethiopian ACE centers on Decem-

viewed the project management ca-

Grant Coordinator of the ACE center

ber 1 and 2, 2016.

pacity as well as deliberated on fulfill-

of the AAU, and Professor Negussie

ment of partnerships, installment of

Dachasa, ACE center leader of Ha-

funds, recruitment of accountants,

ramaya University.

The World Bank teams met
Ethiopian ACE center leaders and
project management teams to review
the center’s annual plan for the year
2017.
The development objective of
the Higher Education Centers of Excellence Project for Africa is to support the recipients (AAU and Haramaya University) promote regional
specialization among participating
universities in areas that address regional challenges and strengthen the
capacities of these universities to deliver quality training and applied research.

initiations of preparation for imple-

The AAU President and the

mentation, review and approval of

WB team discussed the key challenges

implementation preparation, national

identified during the visit, the details

launch of the ACE project and bench

of the project launch, workshops it

marking, among others.

should incorporate for all the staff,

Based on the WB request to
know the external revenue generation

bottlenecks related to staff inceptives
and benchmarking exercises.

mechanisms, the Ethiopian team de-

On the occasion, the AAU

lineated some sets of exercises. These

President told the WB team that the

include tuition, short term courses

university has provided a seed grant

training fee, seeking grant and exter-

to support initial project expenses. He

nal collaboration.

also assured the team that the AAU

Following the visit to the

will continue to support the centers

ACE centers, the WB team held a brief

and will promote the project through

meeting

a national launch ceremony.

with

Admasu

Tsegaye

This monthly newsletter is produced by the Office of External Relations, Partnerships and Communications of Addis Ababa
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Department of Management hosts East Africa Finance Summit
The Department of Manage- dent told the gathering that the Addis ic development boosting saving rate,
ment of the Addis Ababa University Ababa University aspires to be posi- raising investment.
hosted the 1st Annual East Africa Fi- tioned as a strategic asset in innovation

Further the summit is sup-

nance Summit together with Jimma and economic competitiveness and as posed to strengthen financial services
University, FDRE Public Finance En- problem solvers for socio-economic in Eastern Africa introducing new reterprises, the i-Capital Africa Institute issues affecting the country and the forms and upgrading technology for
and AAU Business Enterprise on 14th region. “The university has launched more expansion of cross-border bankand 15th of December, 2016 at UNECA the first international business school ing activities.
Conference Hall.

and business innovation center in east

In his opening remarks H. E

Themed examining policies Africa, which would bring response to Kassa T/Berhan, Minister of the FDRE
and practices, the summit brought the the challenges that Ethiopia and the Ministry of Federal Affairs and Pastoacademia, policy makers, business region are experiencing during their ral Area Development and Board
leaders, experts, consultants and other rapid economic growth,” said Dr. Ad- Chairman of Addis Ababa University,
stakeholders together from different masu.
continents to discuss challenges facing

stated that Ethiopia and the many East
The summit entertained vari- African countries have made signifi-

financial institutes in the region and ous paper presentations pertaining cant progress in economic front during
share experiences.

human capital development, innova- the last two decades due to improved

The summit was subjected to tion, use of technology, global trends, access to finance, however, much more
create linkage between finance sectors, business loan delivery in Ethiopia, is expected to build a strong and sushigher education institutions, policy modes of payment and challenges and tainable economy.
makers and business leaders to over- prospects of the business sector in the
come challenges and build competi- region.
tiveness, cooperation and innovation

The summit is the 1st of its
kind where government officials and

In his presentation Yohannes renowned scholars from different insti-

which in turn drastically contribute to Ayalew (PhD), Vice Governor and tutions participated and reflected
the economic development of the re- Chief Economist of the National Bank trends, challenges, threat, opportunigion.

of Ethiopia “missing financial institu- ties and ways forward to improve the
In his introductory remark tions,” depicted that financial institu- financial sector of the region.

Admasu Tsegaye (PhD), AAU Presi- tions are the driving force for econom-
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IER stages consultative meeting
The Institute of Educational

research institutes depending on the

for discussion and shared ideas with

already set criteria.

the participants to get intensive in-

Research (IER) of the Addis Ababa

“On the 2nd round thematic

University staged a half day consul-

research award, the IER won five

Challenges of collaborative study in

tative meeting with educational

thematic researches on national edu-

high schools, facility, teachers’ moti-

stakeholders of six Addis Ababa sub

cation quality and published them;

vation, teacher-student ratio in a

-cities on November 7, 2016.

with the number rising to 8 thematic

class, ICT integration for better

researches on the 3rd round current-

teaching-learning and problem with

school teachers, school principals,

ly underway,” he added.

medium of communication were

heads of educational bureaus and

According to Prof. Tassew the uni-

core points of the discussion.

experts from the Ministry of Educa-

versity will organize a workshop

Belay Hagos (Ph.D.), director of the

tion.

that can facilitate a strategy to work

IER, explained in an interview that

with teachers, students and parents

such dialogue paves the way for

gather inputs for the thematic re-

in the future.

researchers, teachers and education-

search award planned to be under-

The meeting underscored three is-

al managers to engage in problem

taken on Teachers’ Professional De-

sues: enhancing mathematics and

solving research.

velopment aimed at enhancing qual-

science learning through lesson

IER stands for conducting and coor-

ity of education.

study in Addis Ababa; the impact of

dinating research in the field of edu-

Tassew W/Hanna,

continuous assessment training on

cation and disseminating the results

Vice President for Research and

teachers’ knowledge and skills, atti-

through its journals such as The

Technology Transfer, AAU in his

tude and students performance in

Ethiopian Journal of Education,

welcoming remark noted that his

primary schools; and exploring in-

Ethiopian Journal of Higher Educa-

office awards thematic researches

service teachers’ development of

tion and IERR Flambeau to contrib-

every year after evaluating pro-

technological content knowledge.

ute to the development of education

posals submitted from colleges and

The thematic research team from the

in Ethiopia.

The stakeholders included

The meeting intended to

Prof.

puts ahead of real data collection.

institute presented their proposals
This monthly newsletter is produced by the Office of External Relations, Partnerships and Communications of Addis Ababa
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AAU Librarians trained on Elsevier products
Addis Ababa University Libraries held a half day training on the
usage of Elsevier products on November 14, 2016 at the John F. Kennedy Memorial Library.
The training aimed at introducing AAU Librarians and graduate
students to ScienceDirect, Scopus and
Mendeley – some of Elsevier’s products the AAU has subscribed to.
Genevieve Musasa, Elsevier’s customer consultant for Africa delivered
the training.
ScienceDirect is Elsevier’s
leading

… Continued on page 17.

The Institute of Educational Research Administers Consultative Workshop
The Institute of
Educational Research of
the Addis Ababa University administered a consultative workshop on December 13, 2016 at Eshetu
Chole Hall with its stakeholders for a research project entitled ‘reform and
transformation of higher
education in Ethiopia: the
quality, relevance, equity
and governance imperative.’
The
work sh op
aimed at drawing inputs
and constructive ideas for
the thematic research proposals that have been selected and granted funding
during the third round
thematic research award to
be conducted by the institute.
The research project categorized under five
thematic areas was presented by team leaders of
the respective themes.

The roles of universities in
producing qualified human capital, innovation
and technology transfer,
governance and leadership
in higher education, higher
education and social justice, and prospects and
challenges bridging educational research with education policy-making in Ethiopia were areas of the proposed research project discussed on the workshop.
Mulu
Nega
(Ph.D.), presenting his
team’s proposed research
entitled ‘the role of universities in attaining the GTP
goals: quality imperative,’
noted that higher education institutes are major
pillars in accelerating human development. “This
thematic research is a way
for exploring the contribution of universities in producing quality graduates,
realizing the GTP, building

capacity and knowledge
transfer to others,” he added.
Stakeholders from
private universities and
industries attended and
enriched the proposals
with valuable comments to
be incorporated.

The thematic research seeks to improve
education quality and empower leadership nationally.
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Son of late Teklehaimanot Haileselassie
(Ph.D.) donates books to CEBS

Bruke Teklehaima-

On the occasion Ato

not, Son of the late Tekle- Tsegaye Asgele and Tehaymanot

Haileselassie temeke

Mehari

(Ph.D.),

School organizes stakeholders meeting

(PhD) donated books to the friends of the late Tekleha-

On senior citizens

College of Education and imanot (Ph.D.), narrated the
Behavioral Studies of the career path of the deceased
Addis Ababa University on from Be’ede Mariam School
Nov. 2, 2016 at AAU’s OCR up to the vice Minister of
Room No. 319.

the Ministry of Education,

The Dean of Education and Behavioral Studies,

reminiscing that he was a
hard working person.

The School of So-

trian

Partnership

Pro-

cial Work of the Addis Ab-

gramme in Higher Educa-

aba University staged a

tion and Research for De-

half

velopment (APPEAR).

day

stakeholders

meeting on senior citizens

T h e m e d

at the Senate Hall on No-

‘Enhancing academic en-

vember 25, 2016.

gagement on senior citi-

Abraha Asfaw (Ph.D.), wel- Bruke Tekelehamanot, son

The meeting was

comed the guests and used of Teklehaimanot (Ph.D.),

scheduled as part of the

sion

the occasion to throw a few handed over the donated

standing

research

words regarding the life 257 books to Zenebe Beyene

with the School of Social

plans

Work at Carinthia Univer-

regarding the way forward

sity of Applied Sciences,

to improving the lives of

Austria through a prepara-

old people in Ethiopia.

and

accomplishment

of (Ph.D.), Director of the Of-

Teklehaimanot Haileselassie fice of External Relations,
(Ph.D.).

Partnerships
… Continued on page 17.

collaboration

zens in Ethiopia the discusentertained
and

views,

engagements,
perspectives

tory funding from the Aus-
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Towards demand driven research
A higher education institution is the focal point for imparting

pacity for academic thinking, and

Imported modern techniques and

skills in doing research.

technologies cannot be the ultimate

what is known, interrogating what

Ethiopia’s higher education

solutions to the problems plaguing

is not, producing new knowledge,

institutions centered on teaching for

our country as we may not afford

shaping critical thinkers, problem

decades; researches conducted dur-

them or they may require a previous

solvers and doers in order to tackle

ing those years were mostly for the

infrastructural technology already

societal challenges at every level

sake of fulfilling academic require-

in place to be adopted in the first

necessary, and advancing civiliza-

ments and remained paper valued.

place. We have to develop technolo-

tion. That role renders these institu-

Without conducting and promoting

gy that is economically feasible, cul-

tions a key building block of our

researches, neither can an academic

turally acceptable and practically

societies.

institution sustain its competitive

applicable for us.

For higher institutions to
run all these errands parallel with

edge for long, nor can academicians
specialize on a topic.

Addis Ababa University,
the pioneer educational institution

teaching, conducting research is

Research and experimental

in Ethiopia has deviated its focus

mandatory. Research-based educa-

development is a must for creativity

now towards demand driven and

tion has lately received increasing

and

of

problem solving adaptive research-

interest in higher education. The

knowledge, including knowledge of

es. In 2012, the university launched

impact of research on institutional

man, society, and the use of this

thematic research in 26 different

cultures, competence, and practices

stock of knowledge to devise new

areas under the backing of the Of-

that affect teaching quality is un-

applications which can be commer-

fice of the Vice President for Re-

doubted. Students receive signifi-

cialized and ultimately contribute in

search and Technology Transfer.

cant benefits from staff research in

problem solving and economic de-

This strategy set out to support

that they are provided with the ca-

velopment.

problem solving research and up-

to

increase

the

stock
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and uphold the economic endeavors used in the leather tanning industry. sodium sulfide and lime. This stage,
of the country.

The

leather

tanning

industry however, marks the largest source

In addition to its advantage throughout the world uses enzymes of

environmental

in terms of solving problems and for the bating stage of leather tan- tanning process,

pollution in the
for

which

the

contribution for economic develop- ning with most enzymes used for leather industry is wildly infamous.
ment, thematic research is intended this application obtained from mi- The use of enzymes, on the other
to build the research capacity of grad- cro-organisms.
uate students as inclusion of M.A.
and Ph.D. programs.

hand, greatly reduces or completely

Currently, Ethiopia imports avoids the use of sulfide, rendering
bating enzymes from abroad with a the process much cleaner.

The other interesting feature substantial amount of foreign curren-

In the same laboratory, an-

of the thematic research is enhancing cy. The thematic research finding in other enzyme has been developed
cooperative work; it creates an oppor- the laboratory of the Institute of Bio- that can efficiently remove hair withtunity for scholars to undertake technology of the AAU is supposed out any addition of sulfide and lime.
group

investigation,

s h a r e to resolve this grand problem and This shows that large-scale applica-

knowledge and cooperative learning. minimize foreign currency expenses. tion of this enzyme, in addition to
The Office of the Vice Presi- The researchers identified different reducing

import

of

expensive

dent for Research and Technology micro-organisms producing enzymes dehairing chemicals, could also lead
Transfer, AAU is mandated to ap- that are potentially useful for bating to a significant reduction in the
prove the thematic research proposal, in the leather tanning industry.
provide grant, follow up its progress,

level

of

environmental pollution.

Cheaper enzyme production The enzyme can also be used for

and publicizes the findings of these processes have also been developed soaking, allowing increase in proresearches through an annual work- and the enzymes

harvested and cessing capacity without investing on

shop it organizes, publishing them on stored in the powder form that the additional infrastructure.
international reputable journals and commercial enzymes come in.
on national mass media. 5,000,000 EB

Another interesting research

Three of these enzymes were outcome of the same year’s thematic

grant is offered for each thematic re- then tested for bating leather at actual research project was the High Yieldsearch for the duration of three years. application conditions and their per- ing and Stable Finger millet variety
Research must always be of formances were compared with two “Addis-01.”
high quality in order to produce commonly

used

commercial

en-

The use of multiple data sets

knowledge that is applicable outside zymes. The result showed that their such as morphological, biochemical
of the research setting with implica- performance is much better than the and molecular in combination with
tions that go beyond the group that commercial enzymes. This indicates appropriate statistical methods is eshas participated in the research. Fur- that if these enzymes are produced in sential to identify inter and intrathermore, the results of the study a large scale, they can replace import- species’ variation to develop imshould have implications for policy.

ed enzymes for domestic use and in proved cultivars. To this fact, inten-

The efforts made so far towards en- the long term can compete in the in- sive field evaluation has been carhancing demand driven researches in ternational market.
Addis Ababa University are promis-

ried

out

under stress

and

non

In recent years, scientists stress environmental conditions. A

ing to step the country’s vision for- have also found very interesting ap- Simple Sequence Repeat (SSR) diverward.

plications for enzymes in the dehair- sity analysis of 105 finger millet germ
One of the research results ing (hair removal) and soaking stages plasms collected from Ethiopia, 39

obtained through the investigation of the leather tanning process. Tradi- introduced accessions from…
made during the first round of the tionally, dehairing of skin or hide is

… Continued on page 16

thematic research was an enzyme carried out through the application of
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EIABC holds Ethiopian landscape discussion forum
The Ethiopian Institute of
Architecture, Building Construction
and City Development (EiABC) held
the Ethiopian Landscape Forum at
the EiABC Swedish Pavilion with the
theme ‘the making of Ethiopian landscapes’ from December 15-16/2016.
The International Federation
of Landscape Architects (IFLA) coorganized the forum that focused on
raising awareness of the profession of
landscape architecture amongst government officials and concerned bodies, capacity building of staff and students, role of landscape architecture
on environment and standardizing
the curriculum.
On the first day of the forum,
participants discussed issues pertinent to the impact of landscape archi-

tecture on environmental care, safety,
health and development.
“Landscape architecture is a
profession which places high value
on the regional context; so our curriculum needs to be tailored to address
problem solving within the regional,
environmental, social and economic
realms,” said Joachim Dieter, Scientific Director of The Ethiopian Institute of Architecture, Building Construction and City Development
(EiABC)
“From commercial real estate
development to environmental remediation, landscape architecture has
profound influence on individuals,
society and environment,” he added.
Kelly Leviker, member of the organizing committee of the forum, said

that landscape architecture is an unprecedented discipline for creating
eco-friendly environment, mitigating
disastrous flooding, building climate
change resilient buildings and creating a healthy society through effective drainage systems, space for
physical exercise and facilities for
people with disability.
The forum is expected to
bring a unique skill set to urban design and realization of attractive, equitable and sustainable environments
with the vast expansion of towns.
Government officials, regulatory and implementation bodies, universities and institutions, NGOs, private and non-private design firms
and individuals associated with the
profession attended the event.
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Men involvement to fight gender violence
Addis Ababa University hosted a

She

further

explained

national discussion on the involve-

achievement of gender equality is not

ment of men in ending violence

possible without the active involve-

against women in a forum held on

ment and support of men; men must

December 1, 2016 at the Eshetu Chole

be included so that interventions for

Hall.

women and girls are not derailed by

Gender office of the Addis Ababa

male resistance.

University and the Network of Ethio-

The

pian Women’s Association in collab-

presentations.

oration with UN Women CSO Advi-

(Ph.D), AAU Students Dean, in his

sory Group organized the national

presentation

discussion.

against women: forms, causes, preva-

Almaz Tafese, Directress of Gender

lence and consequence,’ briefed par-

Office of the AAU while addressing

ticipants on the physical, psychologi-

the gathering noted that the active

cal and sexual violence that women

involvement of men is proposed as a

encounter.

key strategy to reduce and end vio-

He also explained reinforcement of

lence against women.

constitutional and legal instruments

“Achieving gender equality is not

and transformation of societal values

possible without a change in men’s

as a way forward to addressing is-

attitude and when men are not ac-

sues of women violence and gender

the topics presented and ways for-

tively involved, efforts to mitigate

equality.

ward to mitigate violence against

violence against women may be

Following the paper presentation,

women.

thwarted,” said Almaz.

the forum entertained discussion on

forum featured
Messele
entitled

that

the

two paper
Mengistu
‘violence
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Chinese Xuzhou Construction Machinery Group issues scholarship to AAU students
Chinese Xuzhou Construction Machinery Group’s international scholarship awarding ceremony
to AAU students was held in the
Mechanical Engineering School at
AAiT on November 29, 2016.
Getasew Taddesse, Dean of
School of Mechanical and Industrial
Engineering, hosted the program.
Jeilu Oumer (Ph.D.), Academic Vice
President (AVP) of the AAU, Esayas
G/Yohannes (Ph.D.), Executive Director of AAiT, Xiao Xiao, Chief representative of Xuzhou Construction
Machinery Group in East Africa, Mr.
Luo Pengcheng from Embassy of the
P.R. CHINA, Gao Lili, Director of
Confucius Institute, were among the
dignitaries at the event.

Jeilu Oumer (Ph.D.), Academic Vice President of the AAU,
extended his gratitude to XCMG for
their generosity and Confucius Institute for setting up the platform to
bring the opportunities to AAU students. He also emphasized the willingness of the university to expand
cooperation with Chinese enterprises.
Esayas G/Yohannes (Ph.D.),
Executive Director of AAiT, applauded the opportunities given by
XCMG for the students.
Xiao Xiao, Chief representative of Xuzhou Construction Machinery Group in East Africa Region, encouraged students to work
hard and contribute to the economic
development of Ethiopia.

Luo Pengcheng from the
Embassy of the P.R. China in Ethiopia stated that China and Ethiopia
have longstanding friendship, underscoring that the Chinese Embassy encourages enterprises to take
social responsibilities when investing in the local society. He further
noted that the Chinese Embassy
gives full support to educational
exchange and cooperation between
the two countries.
9 students of the XCMG
International Scholarship from the
Mechanical Engineering School and
the Chinese Language Department
of the AAU received 2,400 USD. The
XCMG International Scholarship
will be issued consecutively for
three years starting from 2016.
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Shandong Jianzhu University delegates pay visit to AAU
A Chinese delegation of five
from Shandong Jianzhu University
led by Prof. Wang Chongjie visited
Addis Ababa University on Nov. 29,
2016.
Academic Vice President of Addis
Ababa University, Jeilu Oumer
(Ph.D.), welcomed the delegates in
his office and discussed the potential areas of collaboration and partnership for mutual benefits on Civil
engineering and Architecture.
Among the AAU officials
who took part on the occasion were
Esayas G/Yohannes (Ph.D.), Chief
Executive Director at Addis Ababa
University Institute of Technology
(AAiT), Ephrem Geberemariam
(Ph.D.), Deputy Scientific Director
of the Ethiopian Institute of Architecture, Building and City Construc-

tion (EiaBC), and
Zenebe
Beyene
(Ph.D.), Director of
External
Relations, Partnerships and Communications.
Prof. Wang
Chongjie, the Shandong Jianzhu University Secretary,
made a speech
about his university. He noted that
the university primarily works in the fields of Engineering and Architecture. He also
pointed out that the collaboration
helps academic staff and undergraduate and postgraduate students of
the universities exchange experience, skill and knowledge.

Zenebe Beyene (Ph.D.),
AAU’s External Relations, Partnerships and Communication Director,
stated that the agreement needs to
go beyond words scribbled on paper
and engage the two parties into action.
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Towards demand...

PRIME project...
… Continued from page 3

….Continued from page 11

on December 10, 2016 to evaluate its
performance over the past 6 months
operating in Sodo woreda of the
Gurage Zone.
Present were the members of the
Community Advisory Board, representatives of the Ministry of Health,
Head of Sodo Woreda Health Office, health facility workers, focal
persons and the PRIME project
team.
While presenting the half
year report Dr. Abebaw Fekadu,
Principal Investigator of PRIMEEthiopia, explained that almost all
the patients in the district with epilepsy and severe mental disorders
are identified and receiving care.
He also noted that over the last five
years, the woreda has been closely
working with the project to ensure
that the local community gets full
coverage of care provision.
Numerous families and members of
the Community Advisory Board
gave testimonials of the transformation of many lives of the mentally ill through the project.
The

PRIME -Ethiopia

project

launched an intervention program
in 2003 E.C to establish mental
health service in the Sodo woreda of
the Gurage Zone. It is currently
serving 180,000 people. Services include: treatment, home to home follow up and community based rehabilitation for people with schizophrenia who have insufficient response to medication.

eastern and southeastern Africa and
six improved varieties resulted in
the selection of 30 diverse and best
performing genotypes for further
evaluation at multi-locations.
Accordingly, those 30 advanced
finger millet genotypes were evaluated
against
two
standard
checks across four locations (Arsi
Negele, Assosa, Bako and Gute)
in the 2012 and 2013 growing seasons.
Overall, three high yielding
candidate finger millet varieties
with a higher yield over the best
standard check have been identified for future use by local farmers. Three other promising genotypes have also been identified for
drought tolerance. Moreover, the
three candidate varieties have moderately shown resistance to disease
reaction.
Additive Main Effect and
Multiplicative Interaction (AMMI),

GGI biplot analysis and Eberhart
and Russell models revealed that
“Addis-01” was stable and high
yielding (3.16 ton ha-1) with a yield
advantage of 13.7% over the best
standard check, and thus officially
released and recommended for
production in the test environments and similar agro-ecologies in
Ethiopia. Seeds of the released cultivar “Addis-01” have been disseminated during the 2015 main growing season to small holder finger
millet farmers around the Arsi Negelle area of the Rift valley and Gute,
Kamashi and Bamabasi woredas of
western Ethiopia.
The research was led by
the Institute of Biotechnology
(IoB) of the AAU with financial
support from Bio-innovate Africa
and in partnership with Bako,
Assosa and Melkassa Agricultural
Research centers.
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AAU librarians…
… Continued from page 8.
information solution for researchers,

hand, is a free reference manager

Elsevier

provides

web-

teachers, students, health care pro-

and academic social network that

based, digital solutions and publish-

fessionals and information profes-

can help users organize researches

es over 2,000 journals and more than

sionals.

and collaborate with others online.

33,000 book titles, including a num-

Similarly, Scopus is the larg-

The AAU subscribed to

est abstract and citation database of

these Elsevier products for 28 mil-

It is a global business, headquar-

peer-reviewed literature: scientific

lion birr per annum in the interest of

tered in Amsterdam, The Nether-

journals, books and conference pro-

providing access to various academ-

lands and has offices

ceedings.

ic materials to its students and facul-

worldwide.

Mendeley, on the other

ber of iconic reference works.

ty.

College of Education …
… Continued from page 9
and communications, who received

tion, especially citing a research col-

and communication thanked Bruke

the books on behalf of the College of

lection about the Nile River that his

Teklehaimanot and noted that such

Education.

family intends to donate to anyone

trends of donation are highly encour-

interested in studying it further.

aged as there are many people who

Bruke, himself a staff member of the AAU, announced that the

On a closing note, Zenebe

own valuable books and other mate-

books donated to the faculty are not

Beyene (Ph.D.), Director of the Office

rials that can be useful for the aca-

the only books in his father’s collec-

of External Relations, Partnerships

demic community.

Indiana University…
… Continued from page 5.
Indiana University excels at – such as

AAU’s readiness to partner with the

business education, informatics and

American University in areas of com-

University is one of the top public uni-

computing, health sciences, arts and

mon interest subsequent to ongoing

versities in the world with a student

science, philanthropy, and public and

discussions.

population of over 114 thousand in 8

environmental affairs – can be some of

He further pointed out that it

Established in 1820, Indiana

campuses.

the areas for the university to collabo-

is high time that the AAU strengthens

rate with the AAU.

its partnerships with Indiana Universi- programs and has graduated over 600

Jeilu Oumer (Ph.D.), AAU’s

It currently has 330 undergraduate

ty and universities throughout the

thousand students in its 196 years of

Academic Vice President, for his part

world now that ensuring educational

existence.

applauded Indiana University’s intent

quality requires institutional collabora-

to work with AAU and confirmed

tions.
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Arab League Resident Diplomats Seek to Strengthen Relations With AAU
A delegation of resident diplo- and largest in the country with rich people relations and can even average
mats of the Arab League paid a visit to experience in teaching-learning as well a football match between your acadeAddis Ababa University and held talks as research and innovation.
with the University’s top officials on
December 23, 2016.

micians and our diplomatic communi-

Jeilu also pointed out that giv- ty at your stadium.”
en the geographical proximities be-

Mentioning the already exist-

The delegation drawn from tween Ethiopia and the Arab world as ing Arabic Program in the AAU, the
embassies of member states of the Ar- well as the cultural and historical ties ambassador reminded AAU officials
ab League that include Morocco, Saudi between these countries, the resident and

representatives of the

Arab

Arabia, Egypt and Comoros was led diplomats need to play a critical role in League of the need to further develop
by Rashid Al hajri, Ambassador of the bridging the relation between higher possible areas of collaboration.
state of Kuwait to Ethiopia.

institutions of their respective coun-

The meeting aimed at dwell- tries and Ethiopian universities.
ing on potential areas of collaboration

Among the potential areas of
cooperation the delegates and the

The delegates also expressed AAU

officials agreed

to further

and partnership for mutual benefits of their interests to boost people to peo- strengthen were: research, technology
the Arab league countries and the Ad- ple relations as they help create practi- transfer, cultural studies and student
dis Ababa University (AAU).
Hosting the delegates at his

cal cooperation.
H.E Rashid Al hajri Ambassa-

exchanges.
The delegates expressed their

office, AAU Academic Vice President, dor of the State of Kuwait to Ethiopia interests to sign a Memorandum of
Jeilu Oumer (Ph.D.) explained to the said: “I have seen your stadium under Understanding (MoU) with the institudiplomats that the AAU is the oldest renewal. We can develop people to tion in the near future.
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Embassy of Sudan donates two buses to AAU
The Ambassador of the Republic of
the Sudan to Ethiopia, Jamal Elshaikh Ahmed,
handed out two buses to the AAU at a ceremony held in the premises of the Embassy of
the Sudan on December 27, 2016.
AAU

President,

Prof.

Admasu

Tsegaye, received the keys from the ambassador.
The Sudanese President Omar Hassan AlBashir pledged to donate the buses last July
when he received the African Dignity Award
for being a symbol of resistance, strong leadership and commitment for African institutions
during the African Dignity Forum held at Nelson Mandela Hall of the AAU.
‘It is a symbolic gift for our cooperation which shows the long standing relations
of the two countries,’ said Prof. Admasu
speaking on the occasion. Prof. Admasu also
noted that the buses will help solve the transportation problem that students of the university face when they go out to industries and

Prof. Admasu also ex-

part stated that Ethiopia and the

pressed his commitment to fur-

Sudan have historic relations.

ther enhance co-operation with

He also vowed to work on cul-

Khartoum and Sudan Universi-

tural exchange between stu-

ties.

dents of the AAU and KharAmbassador of the Re-

public of the Sudan to Ethiopia,
Jamal Elshaikh Ahmed, for his

toum University.
The 24 seaters cost fifty
thousand USD each before tax.

Department of Sport Science to launch Ph.D. program
The Department of Sport Science of the AAU is going to launch a
Ph.D. program in Sport Science in the
upcoming academic year.
The department held discussion with scholars of sport science to
validate the curriculum for the program during the international workshop held from December 28-29, 2016
at Ghion Hotel.
Requirement for eligibility and
course content were among the areas
of discussion. The workshop also deliberated on traditional sports, sport
science and Ph.D. curriculum validation with the aim of promoting traditional games and sports.

Prof. Admasu Tsegaye, President of
Addis Ababa University, while officially opening the ceremony noted that
Ethiopia has over 80 nations and nationalities that have their own culture
and sporting traditions which have
significant importance for health care
and physical fitness. “Most of the traditional sports have a long but unrecorded history,” according to Prof.
Admasu’s statement.
The workshop also highlighted traditional games and sports as potent points of harmony that reinforce
the human relationships within a particular community apart from their
health care advantages.

Sahlemikael Bezuneh (Ph.D.), lecturer
at the Department of Sport Science of
the AAU, stated that the sport industry
is rapidly expanding, anticipating that
we should soon see encouragement to
incorporate traditional sports in
schools and campuses to enhance its
development.
He also further explained that
the workshop recognized the advantages of investigating and documenting our traditional sports for its
further development.
Scholars from India, Korea,
Vietnam, Tunisia, USA and Ethiopia
were in attendance and presented papers on various traditional sports of
their respective countries.
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Nurturing the baby steps of linkage
Some would argue that for all the

curement of professionals who

the university recognized the in-

abundance of intellectual capacity

have received proper training is

creasingly dire need for linkage

in Addis Ababa University (AAU),

just picking up. Ranging from en-

with industries towards building

the number of academic staff

gineering to journalism, the wide

knowledge based industrial econo-

members who have immense expe-

application of non-professionals is

my and reorganized its structure

rience in the practicality of their

still the norm. In our firms and

and reviewed its programs to

studies is quite limited. It is one

enterprises, traditional ways of

match the needs of the industry

thing to have an immense theoreti-

doing things that could use a fresh

sector three years ago.

cal understanding of a discipline

scientific approach to enhance effi-

Accordingly, AAU set up the Uni-

and quite another to have a practi-

ciency and effectiveness are still

versity-Industry

cal exposition to it. Whether in the

treated as sacred.

Technology Transfer Office in

sciences or the social sciences, the

This condition, however, seems to

2013. Since its establishment, the

number of academic staff members

be changing with the university

office has drawn a lot of attention

who constantly roll their sleeves

reaching out to industries to forge

from within and outside of the uni-

up and get their hands dirty with

a collaborative business relation

versity. This article provides a

some practical rendition of their

which is complemented by the so-

glimpse of the encouraging en-

education is not that great.

licitation of service by some indus-

gagement between the university

In the industrial settings across our

tries. The trend breaking moves by

and the industry within the last

country, on the other hand, pro-

the parties have materialized since

three years.

Linkage

and
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As identified by the UniversityIndustry Linkage and Technology

and the second underway. The first
phase has to do with need assess-

the sector of engagement. Accordingly, the study identified the type of

Transfer Office in its 2013 business
incubation center establishment document, the most common and effective technology transfer channels in

ment that aimed to point out the
shortcomings of the existing work.
After conducting a year and a half
research on the matter, explained

assistance needed to scale these enterprises up.
Yet another engagement is with
Tekle Birhan Ambaye Construction.

addition to the human embedded
knowledge transfer channel are: university-industry
cooperative
research, industry-sponsored (contract)

Wondwossen (Ph.D.), the first phase
ended up recommending the launching of two printing related programs
that can be run by the AAU or by an

Dr. Ing. Wondwossen Bogale stated
that the private construction company has identified and submitted the
areas of its work that it needs to be

research, consultancy, patent licensing, student industrial internship and
technology business incubation.
To carve out a sensible sketch of the

independent institution to be established by the printing enterprise to
tackle the issue of human capacity
building. The second phase already

studied for further efficiency and
effectiveness. With the projects already identified, explained the director, the university is working on se-

major activities carried out in the past
three years, let’s take a closer look at
the engagements that fall within each

underway deals with curriculum development, organizational structure
and legal/legislative structure.

lecting the qualified people to handle
them. On the side of the construction
company, it has already provided

of the knowledge transfer channels.
Since university-industry cooperative
research and industry-sponsored research are related channels, we have

The other notable engagement the
director raised was with the Ministry
of urban and housing development.
The Ministry wanted to build the

five internships for AAU students.
Consultancy
Consultancy is one of the activities in

merged them into one.
University-Industry cooperative
research
Director of the University-Industry
Linkage and Technology Transfer

capacity of its employees and contacted us to come up with programs
that would help their cause. Accordingly, twelve programs have been

Office, Engineer Wondwossen Bogale
(Ph.D.), raised the engagement with
Berhanena Selam Printing Enterprise
as one of the most notable undertakings under this section. Despite being
the pioneer enterprise in printing in
the country, explained Dr. Ing.
Wondwossen Bogale potential big
clients such as tobacco monopol and
Ethiopian Airlines resort to getting
their printing work done outside of
the country. According to the director, that is indicative of the unanswered need for more quality by Berhanena Selam.
The director further explained that
their engagement has two phases,
with the first part already completed

designed in different departments of
the AAU that would complement the
skill set required by the Ministry. For
instance, there are undergraduate
and post graduate programs to be
launched in the civil engineering and
law departments that are pertinent to
the needs of the Ministry. He noted
that this project is about to be implemented.
Another noteworthy collaboration
with Small and Micro Enterprise
Agency is nearly complete. In this
project, the university studied the
sort of support and backing needed
to upgrade these small and micro
enterprises to medium scale. With
these SMEs engaged in various activities, the support needed differs with

which the university has been involved even before the establishment
of the University-Industry Linkage
and Technology Transfer Office. The
director described it as the strongest
of all the channels pursued by the
university. He cited the Adama wind
farm and the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam (GERD) as just two of
the major national projects the university has consulted.
He, however, noted that there is even
further to go for the consultancy
work by the university as such engagements do not come often
enough. He said: “just a couple of
new consultation contracts a year are
not good enough. We need to take
the figure up to at least one every
month.” In his opinion, more consultation jobs can be used to build the
capacity of experts even further
through engagement in addition to
raising their incomes.
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Patent licensing

ed out that the university has recent-

Such a scenario would definitely

Director of the University-Industry

ly formulated an IPR policy and dis-

benefit all parties involved with the

Linkage and Technology Transfer

seminated it to its community. He

internship program serving its pur-

Office, Dr. Ing. Wondwossen Bogale

remarked that his office has notified

pose better than ever before. It

remarked that there are numerous

staff, through their departments, of

would also be easier to find indus-

findings in the university that need

the need to bring forth their Intellec-

tries that would provide internship

to be patented. He raised the finding

tual Properties (IPs) to be patented

to our students with an internship

called “Zeo-light” by Yonas Che-

under the university. He then ex-

program that has a good reputation.

budie (Ph.D.) and his Spanish com-

pressed his office’s readiness to do

Technology business incuba-

patriots as an instance. He said that

its best in commercializing the pa-

the AAU applied for the patent of

tented IP for the benefit of both the

The technology business incubation

the finding on their behalf in Spain

university and the staff members.

center sets out to nurture findings

and is helping transform it into a

tion center

and ideas into full-fledged business

Student internship

company.

Student internship has been around

companies selling the end products

He went on to explain that research-

for long in the university. Therefore,

of the findings. To nurture the de-

es conducted in the university bear

there has been enough experience to

velopment of the ideas, the universi-

the university’s name up on release;

identify the problems associated

ty plans to treat them in an incuba-

however, the researcher has their

with it. Accordingly, the University

tion center being built within the

own rights. The university applies

is trying to design a way to make it

premises of the school of pharmacy.

for the patent on behalf of research-

more effective. The major undertak-

With the center expected to go oper-

ers and the two parties share the

ing, in this regard, is the internship

ational within a month, five ideas

financial proceeds that follow in

policy it is trying to formulate.

that have been chosen will be incu-

half.

Wondwossen (Ph.D.) stated that the

bated for the coming three years.

The main hurdle in the application

internship policy would clearly state

During that time, the people behind

of patent licensing has been the ab-

the sort of things students would be

the chosen ideas will be provided

sence of an Intellectual Property

expected to deliver to industries

with funds acquired from SIDA.

Right (IPR) Policy. The IPR policy

during their

sessions

They would also be provided with

protects the interests of the universi-

while setting out the university’s

trainings and office space. These

ty and the researcher informing

expectations from their spells.

packages of support are expected to

members of the AAU community of

Another issue that the director

help change the ideas into products

their rights and obligations relating

raised about internship was the

while nourishing their marketing

to IP created in the course of con-

need to make student’s venture into

strategies to ensure the penetration

ducting university activities. It also

industries worthwhile by encourag-

of the product in the future. The

aims to draw up an appropriate, fair

ing them to come up with issues

financial and material support pro-

and mutually beneficial incentive-

they could research in their senior

vided for three years is projected to

structure to reward the university

theses. He pointed out that intern-

turn these chosen ideas into full-

and members of its community from

ship sessions complemented by ded-

fledged companies operating in the

the commercialization of IP. Under

icated advisors could help students

market.

the policy, the relevant department

identify research topics that have

The incubation center would take in

and laboratory used would benefit

practical bearings on various indus-

new ideas annually. At the end of

from the commercialization of the

tries, rendering the students im-

their three year’s spell in the incuba-

IP.

portant and their researches market-

tion center, therefore, the support

Dr. Ing. Wondwossen Bogale point-

able.

would be terminated. The university

internship
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would be terminated. The university generally perceived to be a small por- local universities towards such causes
would claim a small share in the newly tion for the actual work done. This sit- is still at its infancy.
established companies that it nurtures. uation has created a tendency, on the Yet another challenge raised by the
The process would help the country part of experts, of transferring a sec- director is the lack of recognition, on
create companies that introduce new tion of the tax to the industry by pro- the part of university experts, of the
technology to both the national and posing for more money to offset its need to seldom serve for free. He
international market.

effect on their incomes. The result pointed out that there is a sacrifice that

Although the maintenance and instal- leaves industries paying more than has to be made now to build the cullation of the old building in the school they should, discouraging them from ture of industries inquiring about the
of pharmacy, earmarked as the incuba- soliciting such services from the uni- services of universities to solve their
tion center, with electricity, water and versity. The current tax rates, on the problems. He further explained that
internet lines has taken a long time, all other hand, dishearten university ex- there is a futuristic sense of financial
that seems to have finally come to an perts from participating in such pro- feasibility to pro bono work as the
end. Wondwossen (Ph.D.) called on jects as they do not compensate their work relations tend to bring more
the people behind the projects to feel efforts fairly. The director, Dr. Ing. business along that line.
motivated enough to embark on the Wondwossen Bogale remarked that In conclusion, he called for a positive
real challenge of turning the ideas into tax exemption or a significant decrease attitude and cooperation from the
products, despite the one year delay in of the tax rate would go a great length members of the university community
getting the building ready for the cho- to encourage both sides into linkage.

as the efforts towards better UIL spell

sen projects and the immense frustra- Another major challenge is the lack of benefits to all parties involved in addition that has left them with.
Challenges to UIL

will to spend on the part of industries. tion to the national perks it promotes.
Wondwossen (Ph.D.) noted that this Considering the improvements in tech-

One of the main challenges is that the mainly emanates from a lack of trust nology and production capacity that
university overhead and tax amount to on the role of universities as effective UIL makes possible, nurturing the cur55% of the payment for the service solvers of their problems. The depend- rent baby steps of linkage is highly
provided to industries. That leaves the ence on imported technology and for- commendable.
university’s experts with 45%, which is eign experts lingers on as the use of
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